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  This assessment framework is based on the below national and state Physical Education 
standards. You will find benchmarks listed for Kindergarten, First and Second Grade, and Third 
and Fourth Grade. The benchmarks are grouped this way to follow the model developed by the 
National Association for Sports and Physical Education (NASPE) in their Outcomes Project 
(1992). 
   
 This progressive framework addresses the standards, which help to determine if a child is 
Physically Educated (NASPE definition, 1990). The scope of the framework addresses the 
psychomotor, cognitive and affective domains of learning and is representative of the current 
holistic approach to teaching physical education. A physically educated person: 

! has the skills necessary to participate in a wide variety of physical activities. 
! is physically fit. 
! does participate regularly in physical activity. 
! knows the implications of and the benefits from involvement in physical activities. 
! values physical activity and its contributions to a healthful lifestyle. 
 

  Within this document, the reader will find benchmarks, and the accompanying 
performance indicators to assess the childs' progress. Each benchmark in the framework is 
comprised of specific performance criteria the children should know and be able to do as a result 
of Physical Education instruction. The rubric, which has been developed, is designed to quantify 
student performance. Readers will find B, N, M and + in the rubric. The B stands for beginning 
to meet the standard. N is nearing the standard. M is meeting he standard. + is exceeding the 
standard. 

 
NATIONAL AND NEW MEXICO PHYSICAL EDUCATION STANDARDS 
 
1. Demonstrates competency in many movement forms and proficiency in a few movement 
forms. 
 
2. Applies movement concepts and principles to the learning and development of motor skills. 
 
3. Exhibits a physically active lifestyle. 
 
4. Achieves and maintains a health enhancing level of physical fitness. 
 
5. Demonstrates responsible personal and social behavior in physical activity settings. 
 
6. Demonstrates an understanding and respect for differences among people in physical activity 

settings. 
  
7. Understands that physical activity provides opportunities for enjoyment, challenge, 
self-expression and social interaction. 
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Kindergarten Standards and Benchmarks: 
 

1) Demonstrates competency in many movement forms and proficiency in a few movement 
forms. 
a) Underhand throwing and catching with self.  

i)  Arm back at beginning of throw. 
ii)  Swings arm straight up toward the ceiling.  
iii)  Reaches for ball while catching. 

 
b) Kicking a stationary ball. 

i) Eyes are on the ball.  
ii) Kicks with the shoelaces. 

 
2) Applies movement concepts and principles to the learning and development of motor 
      skills. 

a) Demonstrates an understanding of space and speed. 
i) Can select and maintain personal space. 
ii) Moves away from others in general space. 
iii) Demonstrates clear contrasts in speed on signal. 

 
3) Exhibits a physically active lifestyle.  

a) Can skip, hop and jump continuously.  
i) Skip-consistent step-hop pattern.  
ii) Hop-repeatedly springs and lands on the same foot. 
iii) Jump-takes off and lands on two feet. 

 
4) Achieves and maintains a health enhancing level of physical fitness.  

a) Understands pulse and its relation to activity.  
i) Can predict pulse based on activity. 

 
5) Demonstrates responsible personal and social behavior in physical activity settings.  

a) Appropriate personal and social behavior.  
i) Stops on the signal.  
ii) Looks at the speaker.  
iii) Listens without interrupting. 

 
6) Demonstrates an understanding and respect for differences among people in physical 

activity settings.  
a) Understands that they are part of a larger group.  

i) Works cooperatively with others.  
ii) Accepts feedback positively. 

 
7) Understands that physical activity provides opportunities for enjoyment, challenge, 

self-expression and social interaction.  
a) Rhythms and self-expression.  

i) Can create and repeat an ABC pattern. 
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First and Second Grade Standards and Benchmarks: 
 

1) Demonstrates competency in many movement forms and proficiency in a few movement 
forms. 
a) Mature overhand throwing and catching. 

i) Steps with opposition.  
ii) Side is to target. 
iii) Catches a softly thrown ball with correct finger position. 

 
b) Kicking a slow rolling ball.  

i) Positions resting foot next to ball.  
ii) Contacts ball with shoelaces.  
iii) Can direct a kick when the ball is rolling. 

 
2) Applies movement concepts and principles to the learning and development of motor 
      skills. 

a) Demonstrates an understanding of directions, levels and pathways. 
i) Changes movement on signal. 
ii) Demonstrates an understanding of pathways. 
iii) Combines directions, levels,  pathways and flow into a sequence. 

 
3) Exhibits a physically active lifestyle.  

a) Knowledge of health related (HR) fitness concepts.  
i) Identify 5 HR fitness components.  
ii) Identify an activity associated with each component. 

 
4) Achieves and maintains a health enhancing level of physical fitness.  

a) Jumping a single jump rope.  
i) Can jump continuously for 45 seconds. 

 
5) Demonstrates responsible personal and social behavior in physical activity settings. 

a) Demonstrates good character.  
i) Applies rules to keep environment safe.  
ii) Is responsible for his/her own actions. 

 
6) Demonstrates an understanding and respect for differences among people in physical 

activity settings.  
a) Works cooperatively with a variety of partners. 

i) Can quickly select a partner.  
ii) Allows partner to make decisions. 

 
7) Understands that physical activity provides opportunities for enjoyment, challenge, 

self-expression and social interaction.  
a) Rhythms and games.  

i) Creates a repeating ABCD hand-clapping pattern.  
ii) Create and teach a chasing and fleeing game. 
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Third and Fourth Grade Standards and Benchmarks: 
 
1) Demonstrates competency in many movement forms and proficiency in a few movement 

forms.  
a)  Performs a lead pass to a moving teammate and catching.  

i) Steps toward open space with opposition.  
ii) Tosses gently to open space ahead of moving receiver.  
iii) Moves to catch a gently thrown ball. 

 
b) Striking a softly tossed ball. 

i) Keeps eye on object. 
ii) Side to target.  
iii) Holds arm back with arm/hand/paddle straight. 

 
2) Applies movement concepts and principles to the learning and development of motor skills. 

a) Force, balance and weight transfer. 
i) Applies a force to direct a kicked ball. 
ii) Demonstrates dynamic balance. 
iii) Transfers weight from feet to hands and back to feet with control. 

 
3) Exhibits a physically active lifestyle.  

a) Health related (HR) fitness plan.  
i) Develop a personal fitness plan addressing cardiovascular endurance.  
ii) Complete personal fitness plan. 

 
4) Achieves and maintains a health enhancing level of physical fitness.  

a) Aerobic capacity.  
i) Completes pacer test to lap 25. 

 
5) Demonstrates responsible personal and social behavior in physical activity settings.  

a) High degree of personal responsibility.  
i) Uses equipment responsibly.  
ii) Treats others responsibly. 

 
6) Demonstrates an understanding and respect for differences among people in physical 

activity settings. 
a) Creative expression.  

i) Draw a poster promoting physical activity.  
ii) Write and read a movement narrative. 

 
7) Understands that physical activity provides opportunities for enjoyment, challenge, 

self-expression and social interaction.  
a) Games and dance. 

i) Create and teach a game using the skills of your choice. 
ii) Write and call a square dance. 
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KINDERGARTEN 
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

 
Kla. Underhand throwing and catching with self 

Performance assessment: Watch five throws and five catches 
 Arm back at start of throw: Arm initiates throw at least parallel to the floor. 
  B=0 or 1 throw arm is back. 
  N=2 or 3 throws have the arm back. 
  M=4 out of 5 throws arm is back. 
  +=All 5 throws arm is back. 
 

Swings hand straight up toward the ceiling: Arm completes throw pointing straight 
overhead. 
 B=0 or 1 throw hand points straight overhead. 
 N=2 or 3 throws hand points straight overhead. 
 M=4 out of 5 throws hand points straight overhead. 
 +=All 5 throws hand points straight overhead. 

 
 Reaches for ball while catching: Arms extend from the body to reach for ball.  
  B=0 or 1 catches arms extend to meet the ball.  
  N=2 or 3 catches arms extend to meet the ball.  
  M=4 out of 5 catches arms extend to meet the ball.  
  +=All 5 catches arms extend to meet the ball. 
 
Klb. Kicking a stationary ball. 
     Performance assessment: Peer assessment, watch five kicks 

Eyes are on the ball: Head is down with eyes watching the ball. 
 B=Head is down for O or l kick. 
 N=Head is down for 2 or 3 kicks.  
 M=Head is down for 4 kicks. 
 +=Head is down on all 5 kicks. 
 
 Kicks with the shoelaces: Instep of the foot contacts the ball. 
 B=Instep contacts the ball on O or 1 kick. 
 N=Instep contacts the ball on 2 or 3 kicks. 
 M=Instep contacts the ball on 4 kicks. 
 +=Instep contacts the ball on 5 kicks. 
 
K2. Demonstrates an understanding of space and speed 
     Performance assessment: Teacher observation 

Can select and maintain personal space: Directly travels to personal space. 
 B=A minute or more to find personal space, changes space frequently. 
 N=30 seconds to find personal space, periodically changes space. 
 M=10 to 15 seconds to find personal space, rarely changes space. 
 +=Less than 10 seconds, maintains personal space. 
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 Moves away from others in general space: Travels independently. 
   B=Frequently touches others while moving in general space. 
   N=Periodically touches others while moving in general space. 
   M=Rarely touches others while moving in general space. 
   +=Never touches others while moving in general space. 
  
 Demonstrates clear contrasts in speed: Can change speed on signal.  

 B=Has to rely on observing classmates before speed is changed.  
 N=Speed change happens after a short delay.  
 M=Changes speed momentarily after the signal. 
 +=Changes speed immediately after the signal. 

 
K3. Can skip, hop and jump continuously 
     Performance assessment: Teacher observation 
 Skip-consistent step-hop pattern: Skips easily on command.  
  B=Can not utilize the step-hop pattern.  
  N=Can step-hop favoring one side of the body.  
  M=Steps-hops easily with both sides of the body.  
  +=Skips fluidly. 
 
 Hop-repeatedly springs and lands on the same foot: Hops easily on either foot.  
  B=Has difficulty springing and landing on one foot.  
  N=Loses balance quickly, favors one foot.  
  M=Hops easily with either foot.  
  +=Hops fluidly changing feet freely. 
 
 Jump-takes off and lands on two feet: Takes off and lands with control.  
  B=Arms and legs are not synchronized.  
  N=Controlled takeoff, uncontrolled landing.  
  M=Controlled takeoff and landing.  
  +=Can combine several jumps with control. 
 
K4. Understands pulse and its relation to activity  
     Portfolio task: Circle pictures of activities, which produce a high pulse. 
 Can predict pulse based on activity: Pulse increases as intensity increases. 

 B=Circles 0-1 of the five activities which elevate the pulse. 
 N=Circles 2-3 of the five activities which elevate the pulse. 
 M=Circle 4 of the five activities which elevate the pulse. 
 +=Circle 5 of the activities which elevate the pulse. 
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K5. Appropriate personal and social behavior  
      Performance assessment: Teacher observation 
 Stops on signal: Stops most of the time when the signal is given.  
  B=Rarely stops on signal, has to observe classmates.  
  N=Periodically stops on the signal, takes a few seconds.  
  M=Stops on signal most of the time.  
  +=Stops all of the time on the signal. 
 
 Looks at the speaker: Makes eye contact with the person speaking. 
   B=Avoids eye contact. 
 N=Makes eye contact sometimes. 
 M=Regularly makes eye contact with speaker. 
   +=Always makes eye contact with speaker. 
 

Listens without interrupting.  Impulse control. 
 B=Habitually seeks attention by interrupting. 

N=Interrupts sometimes. 
M=Rarely interrupts, raises hand. 
+=Never interrupts, always raises hand. 

 
K6. Understands they are part of a larger group. 
      Performance assessment: Teacher observation 

Works cooperatively with others: Can work well with a variety of partners. 
 B=Has difficulty sharing. 
 N=Will only work with one or a couple of individuals. 
 M=Cooperates with a variety of partners. 
 +=Seeks out students who are left out. 

 
Accepts feedback positively: Understands that constructive criticism will facilitate skill    
development.  

  B=Becomes frustrated when receiving feedback, cries.  
  N=Accepts feedback reluctantly.  
  M=Accepts feedback willingly. 
   +=Seeks out feedback. 
 
K7. Rhythms and self-expression. 
      Performance assessment: Teacher observation  

 Can create a repeating ABC movement pattern: Can combine three movements in a 
repeating sequence. 

   B=Has difficulty combining the movements. 
   N=Has difficulty repeating the movements. 
 M=Can combine and repeat sequence. 
   +=Can fluidly repeat the sequence to music. 
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FIRST AND SECOND GRADE 
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

 
FS1a. Overhand throwing. 

Performance assessment: Watch five throws. 
  Steps with opposition:  Steps fluidly toward target with the opposite foot. 
   B=Steps fluidly on 0 or 1 throw. 
   N=Steps fluidly on 2 or 3 throws. 
   M=Steps fluidly on four throws. 
   +=Steps fluidly on five throws. 
 
  Side is to target: Rotates trunk so that opposite shoulder is to target at initiation phase. 
   B=Correct shoulder is to target on 0 or 1 throw. 
   N=Correct shoulder is to target on 2 or 3 throws. 
   M=Correct shoulder is to target on four throws 
   +=Correct shoulder is to target on five throws. 
 
      Performance assessment:  Watch five catches of a gently tosses ball.  
  Catches a softly thrown ball with correct finger position. For a high catch thumbs are  
  together, low catch pinkies are together. 
   B=Fingers are correctly positioned for 0 or 1 catch. 
   N=Fingers are correctly positioned for 2 or 3 catches. 
   M=Fingers are correctly positioned for four of five catches. 
   +=Fingers are correctly positioned for all five catches 
 
FS1b. Kicking a slowly rolling ball. 
       Performance assessment: Peer assessment, watch five kicks 
   Positions resting foot next to ball: The resting foot is positioned next to the ball. 
    B=Foot is positioned correctly on 0 or 1 kick. 
    N=Foot is positioned correctly on 2 or 3 kicks. 
    M=Foot is positioned correctly on four kicks. 
    +=Foot is positioned correctly on five kicks. 
 
   Contacts ball with shoelaces:  The instep of the foot contacts the ball.  
    B=Instep contacts ball on 0 or 1 kick. 
    N=Instep contacts ball on 2 or 3 kicks. 
    M=Instep contacts ball on four kicks. 
    +=Instep contacts ball on five kicks. 
 
   Can direct a kick when the ball is rolling: Student directs the kick to a high or low level. 
    B=Student directs 0 or 1 kick out of five. 
    N=Student directs 2 or 3 kicks out of five. 
    M=Student directs four kicks out of five. 
    +=Student directs all five kicks. 
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FS2.  Demonstrates an understanding of directions, levels and pathways. 
  Performance assessment: Teacher observation 

 Ability to change movement in signal: Student can react quickly and change direction       
   on signal.  
    B=Must watch peers before reacting. 
    N=Periodically changes direction quickly 
    M=Frequently reacts quickly to change direction. 
    +=Always reacts quickly to change direction. 
 
  Written assessment:  Pathway assessment #1 
   Demonstrates an understanding of pathways:  Utilizes pathway kowledge to  
            problem solve.  
    B=Receives 0 or 1 point on the insturment. 
    N=Receives 2 or 3 points on the insturment. 
    M=Receives 4 or 5 points on the insturment. 
    +=Receives 6 points on the insturment. 
 
  Written assessment:  Sequence assessment  

Combines directions, levels, pathways and flow into a sequence: Student combines            
required elements into a sequence. 

    B=Student uses 0-3 of eight elements in the sequence. 
    N=Student uses 4 or 5 of the eight elements. 
    M=Student uses 6 or 7 of the eight elements. 
    +=Student uses all eight of the elements. 
 
FS3.  Knowledge of health related (HR) fitness concepts. 
  Written assessment: HR Fitness assessment – multiple choice 
   Identify five HR fitness components:  Student will identify four out of five components. 
    B=Students will identify 0 to 1 components. 
    N=Students will identify 2 or 3 components. 
    M=Students will identify four components. 
    +=Students will identify all five components. 
 
  Written assessment: Matching component to picture of activity 
   Identify an activity associated with each component: Students will identify four out of   
   five activities. 
    B=Students will identify 0 to 1 activities. 
    N=Students will identify 2 to 3 activities. 
    M=Students will identify four activities. 
    +=Students will identify five activities. 
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FS4.  Jumping a single rope. 
  Performance assessment:  Peers will time each other. 
  Student will jump continuously:  Student will jump without rope stopping for 45  
  seconds. 
    B=Continuous jumping for 0 to 20 seconds. 
    N=Continuous jumping for 21 to 44 seconds. 
    M=Continuous jumping for 45 to 60 seconds. 
    +=Continuous jumping for 61 or more seconds. 
 
FS5.  Demonstrates good character. 
  Performance assessment:  Teacher observation.   
   Applies rules to keep the environment safe:  Student will consistently follow the gym  
   rules. 
    B=Student consistently does not follow the rules. 
    N=Student periodically does not the rules. 
    M=Student consistently follows the rules. 
    +=Student always follows the rules. 
 
   Student is responsible for his/her own actions:  Student consistently demonstrates  
   responsible behavior. 
    B=Frequently rates level of responsibility at level 1 or 2. 
    N=Periodically rates level of responsibility at level 1 or 2. 
    M=Consistently rates level of responsibility at level 3 or 4. 
    +=Seeks out opportunities to work at level 4.  
 
FS6.  Works cooperatively with a variety of partners. 
  Performance assessment:  Teacher observation 
   Can quickly select a partner:  Student can quickly select a partner. 
    B=Takes a great deal of time to select a partner. 
    N=Selects a partner quickly but usually the same one. 
    M=Selects different partners quickly. 
    +=Selects a variety of partners and does so very fast. 
 
   Allows partner to make decisions:  Willingly accepts a partners role in decision  
   making. 
    B=Demonstrates difficulty allowing partner to make decisions. 
    N=Reluctantly accepts partners role in decision making. 
    M=Willingly accepts a partners role in decision making. 
    +=Encourages partner to make the decision. 
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FS7.  Rhythms and games. 
  Performance assessment: Teacher observation 
   Creates an ABCD hand-clapping pattern.  Creates and performs a repeating ABCD  
   pattern. 
    B=Has difficulty sequentially developing four different movements. 
    N=Demonstrates difficulty in repeating the pattern. 
    M=Creates and performs a repeating ABCD pattern. 
    +=Can fluidly perform pattern to a 4/4 beat. 
 
   Creates and teaches a chasing and fleeing game.  With a partner creates and teaches a  
   chasing and fleeing game. 
    B=Has difficulty developing original idea. 
    N=Develops original idea, difficulty teaching game. 
    M=Develops original idea and explains game well. 
    +=Idea is original and explanation is brief. 
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THIRD AND FOURTH GRADE 
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

 
TF1a.  Performs a lead pass to a moving partner.  
     Peer performance assessment:  Watch five throws 
  Steps with opposition: Consistently steps with oposition. 
   B=Demonstrates opposition on 0 or 1 throw. 
   N=Demonstrates opposition on 2 or 3 throws. 
   M=Demonstartes opposition on four throws. 
   +=Demonstrates opposition on five throws. 
 
  Tosses gently to open space ahead of partner.  Leads partner with toss ahead of them. 
   B=Tosses ahead of partner on 0 or 1 throws. 
   N=Tosses ahead of partner on 2 or 3 throws. 
   M=Tosses ahead of partner on four throws. 
   +=Tosses ahead of partner on five throws. 
  
     Peer performance assessment: Watch five catches 
  Moves to catch a gently thrown ball. Moves without stopping to catch a ball thrown by  
  a teammate. 
   B=Catches 0 or 1 throw. 
   N=Catches 2 or 3 throws. 
   M=Catches four of the five throws. 
   +=Catches all five throws 
    
TF1b.  Striking a softly thrown ball. 
     Peer performance assessment:  Watch five strikes with a paddle. 
  Keeps eye on object.  Head is turned to see the ball hit the paddle.  
   B=Head is turned to contact point for 0 or 1 strike. 
   N=Head is turned to contact point for 2 or 3 strikes. 
   M=Head is turned to contact point for four strikes. 
   +=Head is turned to contact point for five strikes. 
 
  Side to to target.  Shoulder of hand not holding paddle is toward the target. 
   B=Side is to target for 0 or 1 strike. 
   N=Side is to target for 2 or 3 strikes. 
   M=Side i to target for four strikes. 
   +=Side is to target for five strikes. 
 
  Holds arm back with arm/hand/paddle straight.  Arm/hand/paddle are momentarily  
  straight before forward strike is initiated. 
   B=Arm/hand/paddle are straight on 0 or 1 strike. 
   N=Arm/hand/paddle are straight on 2 or 3 strikes. 
   M=Arm/hand/paddle are straight on four strikes. 
   +=Arm/hand/paddle are straight on five strikes. 
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TF2.  Force, balance and weight transfer. 
     Peer performance assessment: Peers watch five kicks. 
  Applies a force to direct a kicked ball.  Student can kick a rolled ball to the direction of  
  their choosing. 
   B=0 or 1 kick goes to the chosen area. 
   N=2 or 3 kicks goes to the chosen area. 
   M=Four kicks goes to the chosen area. 
   +=Five kicks goes to the chosen area. 
      
     Performance assessment:  Teacher observation. 
  Demonstrates dynamic balance. Can travel and stop without falling on inline skates. 
   B=Has difficulty standing unassisted. 
   N=Falls periodically, difficulty stopping without falling. 
   M=Travels and stops, rarely falling. 
   +=Can jump, stop and change direction fluidly. 
 
     Performance assessment:  Peer assessment.  Watch five weight transfers. 
  Transfers weight from feet to hands and back to feet with control.  Takes weight  
  from feet and controls landing on feet. 
   B=Demonstrates control on 0 or 1 attempt. 
   N=Demonstrates control on 2 or 3 attempts. 
   M=Demonstartes control on four attempts. 
   +=Demonstrates control on five attempts. 
 
TF3.  Health related (HR) fitness plan. 
  Written assessment: Fitness plan. 
  Develop a personal fitness plan addressing cardiovascular endurance.  The two  
  week plan will incoporate frequency, time and intensity. 
   B=Plan is not completed in time. 
   N=Plan addresses only two of the four requirements. 
   M=Plan addresses three of the four requirements. 
   +=Plan addresses all four of the requirements. 
 
  Completes two week fitness plan.  Parents sign off on the completed plan. 
   B=Parents sign off on five days or less. 
   N=Parents sign off on six to ten days. 
   M=Parents sign off on 11 or 12 days. 
   +=Parents sign off on  13 or 14 days. 
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TF4.  Aerobic capacity. 
  Performance assessment:  Completing the pacer test 
  Completes the pacer test to lap 25.  Students will continue to lap 25. 
   B=Student completes pacer from lap 0 to lap 12. 
   N=Student completes pacer from lap 13 to lap 24. 
   M=Student completes pacer from lap 25 to lap 30. 
   +=Student completes pacer beyond lap 30.  
 
TF5.  High degree of responsibility. 
  Performance assessment:  Teacher observation. 
  Uses equipment responsibly.  Student demonstrates that equipment is valued. 
   B=Uses equipment innappropriately, willfully destroys equipment. 
   N=Is careless with equipment. 
   M=Demonstrates great care when using equipment. 
   +=Assists others in using equipment carefully. 
 
  Treats others responsibly.  Student interacts responsibly with others. 
   B=Frequently has difficulty working with others. 
   N=Interacts with the same people most of the time. 
   M= Student interacts responsibly with a variety of others. 
   +=Seeks out ways to help others. 
 
TF6.  Creative expression. 
  Written assessment:  Student generated work will be evaluated. 
  Draw a poster promoting physical activity.   Students will draw a poster giving at least  
  four reasons promoting physical activity. 
   B=Shows one or less reasons promoting physical activity. 
   N=Shows 2 or 3 reasons promoting physical activity. 
   M=Shows four reasons to engage in physical activity. 
   +=Shows five or more reasons to engage in physical activity. 
 
  Write and read a movement narrative.   Working with a classmate, students will create  
  and read a movement narrative, containing 5 movement concepts, to primary children. 
   B=Narrative is incomplete. 
   N=Narrative is written but includes less than 5 movement concepts. 
   M=Narrative includes five concepts and is read to primary students. 
   +=Narrative includes more than 5 concepts and is read to younger students. 
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TF7.  Games and dance. 
  Written assessment:  Written rules of game or calls for square dance. 
  Create and teach an invasion game using the skills of your choice.  Rules and  
  equipment will be clearly stated. 
   B=Game is not original, assignment is incomplete. 
   N=Assignment is complete, explanation is unclear. 
   M=Assignment is complete, class understands the explanation. 
   +=Fun easy to understand game is developed.  
 
  Write and call square dance. Students will write and call a square dance of interest to  
  them. 
   B=Written work is incomplete. 
   N=Written call is complete, difficulty with the verbal call. 
   M=Written call is complete, clear confident call. 
   +=Work is confident and efficient. 
 
  
    


